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Kambi Stories in PDF free for download. Pandu new kathakal full video malayalam
free download. kathakal pdf.Q: Java Socket DataIO Performance I'm sending large

amounts of data over a socket and am wondering the best way to efficiently send it.
Right now I'm using a DataInputStream with a SocketOutputStream. This works fine,
but it's not exactly efficient. I've experimented with DataInputStream.readFully() as
well as wrapping the buffer in a ByteArrayOutputStream, but the best I've been able

to achieve is around 2mb per send/recv every 10 seconds. Is there anything I'm doing
wrong or is there a better way to send data? EDIT: I should note that the socket is

server-client, not client-client so I'm not exactly sure where it's going or coming from.
A: So here's what I'm doing, in case anyone needs something similar: I'm creating a
receive buffer of various sizes in a ByteArrayOutputStream I'm also creating a send

buffer of various sizes in a ByteArrayOutputStream When I'm sending a record I
create an InputStreamWriter for each record, where the writer wraps a buffer in a

ByteArrayOutputStream. If the InputStreamWriter goes over the send buffer, I remove
it from the send buffer and then add it to the receive buffer. If the InputStreamWriter
goes under the receive buffer, I remove it from the receive buffer and then add it to
the send buffer. When I'm done processing the record, I send it out. It seems to work
pretty well, especially given that I'm using an InputStreamWriter for each record. I'm
not sure if other approaches are better, but it seems to be the best in this case. The

present invention relates to a method of enlarging the size of a reproduced image, as
well as an apparatus for performing the method. It is known, in a conventional

electrophotographic copying machine, that a latent electrostatic image formed on a
photosensitive body is developed by a charged toner to form a toner image on the

photosensitive body. The toner
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